
Report on Lev Tahor 

The recommendations in the report on how youth protection handled the case against Lev Tahor indicate 

government awareness of the necessity and urgency to act in this area. Info-Cult is the only organization 

of its kind in Quebec that provides information, analysis and assistance concerning high control and 

extremist groups and related subjects. In its 35 years of operation it, has dealt with similar problems 

where the well being of children were involved. Carolle Tremblay, Info-Cult's president and a lawyer in 

family law, has in her legal career dealt with families with children in high-control groups including Lev 

Tahor. She had this to say, "Lev Tahor is not the first group nor sadly will it be the last where children 

will suffer at the hands of an authoritarian leadership and who will see their fundamental human rights 

ignored or denied. It is time now to implement the recommendations in this report and to do it in a 

comprehensive manner that includes all relevant expertise from those in diverse fields”. 

Mike Kropveld, the founder and executive director of Info-Cult and court recognized expert, acknowledges 

that "cultic phenomena is ever-changing and it is not realistic nor reasonable to assume that those in 

youth protection and other related agencies will be at the forefront of knowledge in that area. Youth 

protection workers are experts in the area of child abuse and how to intervene when situations of that 

nature occur”. The cult phenomenon is where Info-Cult has developed a unique expertise and has proven 

its vital role as a resource to all sectors of our society. Info-Cult has garnered a world-wide reputation and 

possesses the most recent knowledge in this field. Info-Cult is committed to take an active role in working 

collaboratively to prevent future human tragedies 

SOURCE Info-Cult 

Information: Carolle Tremblay, President, Info-Cult, 514-871-2800, www.infosecte.org / www.infocult.org; 

Mike Kropveld, Executive Director, Info-Cult, 514-274-2333 

 

Note: English version of Info-Cult press release. Original version in French can be found here: 

http://www.newswire.ca/fr/story/1569599/rapport-sur-lev-tahor 
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